We investigated the effect of propofol and fentanyl on microelectrode recording (MER) and its clinical applicability during subthalamic nucleus (STN) deep brain stimulation (DBS) surgery. We analyzed 8 patients with Parkinson's disease, underwent bilateral STN DBS with MER. Their left sides were done under awake and then their right sides were done with a continuous infusion of propofol and fentanyl under local anesthesia. The electrode position was evaluated by preoperative MRI and postoperative CT. The clinical outcomes were assessed at six months after surgery. We isolated single unit activities from the left and the right side MERs. There was no significant difference in the mean firing rate between the left side MERs (38.7 ± 16.8 spikes/sec, n = 78) and the right side MERs (35.5 ± 17.2 spikes/sec, n = 66). The bursting pattern of spikes was more frequently observed in the right STN than in the left STN. All the electrode positions were within the STNs on both sides and the off-time Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale part III scores at six months after surgery decreased by 67% of the preoperative level. In this study, a continuous infusion of propofol and fentanyl did not significantly interfere with the MER signals from the STN. The results of this study suggest that propofol and fentanyl can be used for STN DBS in patients with advanced Parkinson's disease improving the overall experience of the patients.
INTRODUCTION
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) reduces motor disability, motor fluctuations and levodopa-induced dyskinesias (1) . Intraoperative microelectrode recordings (MER) and clinical monitoring with electrical stimulation of the STN have been recommended for the accurate positioning of the electrodes in the STN (2, 3) . These procedures have the STN DBS done usually under local anesthesia (LA).
It is reported that the intraoperative use of propofol can alleviate the patients' discomfort but interfere with the electrophysiological signals (4-6). However, it has not been thoroughly evaluated regarding how much it influences the electrical signals of MER during the STN DBS and the accuracy of positioning the electrodes after surgery. The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of propofol and fentanyl on microelectrode recording and their applicability in STN DBS.
http://dx.doi.org/10.3346/jkms.2014. 29.9.1278 of Daily Living (SEADL), the Short Form-36 Health Survey (SF-36), and neuropsychological tests. Evaluations were performed before surgery and 6 months after surgery. The neurological evaluations were performed by two neurologists. Patients were assessed in two conditions (off medication when the patients had taken no medication for 8 to 12 hr and on medication when the patients had experienced maximal clinical benefit 1 to 3 hr after the usual morning dose of dopaminergic treatment) before and after surgery. The levo-dopa equivalent daily dose (LEDD) was computed as described elsewhere (7) . The clinical information of the eight patients with advanced Parkinson's disease (PD) who had undergone bilateral STN stimulation is summarized in Table 1 .
Surgical procedure
Anti-Parkinsonian drugs were tapered over two days and stopp ed overnight before the surgery. In all cases, a stereotactic Leksell ® -G frame (Elekta Instruments AB, Stockholm, Sweden) was mounted on the head of the patients under LA. Brain images were acquired on a 1.5-T Signa system (General Electric Medical System, Milwaukee, WI, USA). The STNs were localized by a combination of direct visualization with MRI, MER, and an intraoperative stimulation technique as previously described elsewhere (7). The FSPGR 3-D sequence was used for anterior commissure (AC) -posterior commissure (PC) calculations. To better define the STN, T2 spin-echo images were obtained. Planning of STN targeting and selection of trajectories were accomplished with SurgiPlan ® (Eleckta, Stockholm, Sweden). The characteristic discharge of the left STN was identified using multichannel MER by LeadPoint (Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA). Additionally, a trial stimulation to assess clinical improvement was carried out before the permanent quadripolar electrodes (DBS 3389, Medtronic) were positioned in the middle of the area of discharge. Then, the same procedure was performed for right side, under the monitored anesthesia care (MAC) with continuous infusion of propofol (25 μg/kg/min) and fentanyl (25 ng/kg/min). The depth of sedation was estimated with the degree of the patients' awakening response to a loud sound and shaking as well as the response to pinching. The permanent quadripolar electrodes were positioned in the middle of the area of discharge. Then, the stereotactic frame was removed and the implantable pulse generators (IPG) (Medtronic) were then implanted in a subcutaneous pocket below the clavicle under general anesthesia in a single session. Electrical stimulation was started one day after surgery. The stimulation parameters and medications were progressively adjusted using an N'vision ® programmer (Medtronic) as previously described elsewhere (7).
Analysis of microelectrode recordings
The MER signals along the finally selected trajectories were selected for the analysis. Each MER signal was band-pass filtered at 500-5,000 Hz with a gain 10,000 and was sampled at a rate of 24 kHz. Only an MER signal having stable single/multiunit activity that was clearly over the amplitude of the background noise baseline was selected and a threshold was applied to detect spikes. We isolated a total of 78 single unit activities under LA and 66 single unit activities under MAC. Spike sorting for a single unit was performed using the Offline Sorter software (Offline Sorter, Plexon, TX, USA). Principal components were calculated for unsorted waveforms and the waveforms were assigned to the clusters using the expectation-maximization algorithm based on the T-distribution method (Fig. 1) . Two statistical parameters, the J3 statistic and the Davies-Bouldin (DB) validity, were used to examine sorting quality statistics between classified clusters. A high value for the J3 statistic and a low value for the DB validity indicate that the clusters are compact and well-separated.
Image fusion of preoperative MRI and postoperative CT
For all patients 3-D spiral stereotactic CT scans (64-channel Brilliance CT, Philips, Eindhoven, the Netherlands) with a 1-mm slice thickness were taken at an immediate postoperative period and one month after bilateral STN stimulation to localize the electrodes by image fusion with the preoperative MRI by using mutual information techniques as previously described elsewhere (7) . With CT-MRI image fusion, the electrode positions were plotted on the human brain atlas of Schaltenbrand and Wharen (8) .
Statistical analysis
The data for the aforementioned variables were presented as the mean ± standard deviation. To examine the effect of anes- thesia and the pattern on the mean firing rate and the effect of different combinations of anesthesia and the pattern on the mean firing rate, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed. Single unit activity was classified as non-burst (tonic, irregular), or as a burst discharge pattern using the method of the previous study (9) . The discharge density histogram was estimated from each 30-sec spike train containing at least 300 spikes. A tonic discharge pattern was characterized by a quasi-normal density distribution histogram. An irregular discharge pattern was characterized by a Poisson distribution, and a burst discharge pattern was tested with the chi-square test from a Poisson distribution with a mean of 1.0 and characterized by a significant different distribution histogram (P < 0.05), a significantly positive skewness (P < 0.05) of the density distribution histogram and a minimum of four spikes per burst (Fig. 2) .
Paired and unpaired t-tests were used for the comparison of means and Fisher's exact test for the comparison of variables measured at the baseline before surgery and 6 months after surgery. P values of 0.05 were considered to indicate statistical significance. All statistical analyses were used in SAS statistical software (Version 9.0).
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RESULTS
The demographics in Table 1 show that the eight patients of this cohort study group were similar to those in our previous studies regarding age, sex ratio, age of onset of PD, duration of PD and preoperative levodopa equivalent dosage (7). There were no perioperative complications.
Results of MER analysis
The typical STN bursting pattern and widening of the signal background noise baseline could be identified by the interaoperative MER under LA. A typical bursting pattern in MAC could be also identified, whereas the signal background noise baseline seemed to be slightly reduced (Fig. 3) . The mean firing rates were 38.7 ± 16.8 spikes/sec for LA, and 35.5 ± 17.2 spikes/sec for MAC. There was no significant difference in mean firing rate between the LA and MAC conditions (P = 0.256). The recorded neuronal discharge exhibited two types of discharge pattern. The majority of the single unit STN neurons under LA had a burst discharge pattern (52.6%), and the remainder exhibited a non-burst discharge pattern (47.4%). In the case of the MAC, the majority of the single unit STN neurons exhibited a burst discharge pattern (75.4%), and the non-bursting activity had an irregular discharge pattern (24.6%). The relative proportion of these discharge patterns differed significantly between the LA and MAC (P = 0.006).
Since the mean firing rate between the LA and MAC conditions was different significantly, to examine whether the mean firing rate is affected by bursting and non-bursting patterns and whether there is the interaction effects of anesthesia and pattern on the mean firing rate, ANOVA was performed. ANOVA showed a significant difference in pattern (PATTERN, P < 0.001), but no significant differences in anesthesia and the combination of two factors (ANESTHESIA, P = 0.174: PATTERN × ANESTHESIA, P = 0.247, respectively).
Results of electrode position after bilateral STN DBS
Based on the intraoperative MER findings, the microelectrodes positions were plotted in the sagittal and coronal planes aligned along the AC-PC line. All the electrode positions of 8 patients were within the STNs on both sides in the reformatted axial images of the fused images between the preoperative MRI and postoperative CT taken one month after surgery (Fig. 4) .
Results of Clinical Outcome 6 months after bilateral STN DBS
The clinical outcome was compared between the preoperative and postoperative status 6 months after bilateral STN stimulation (Tables 2 and 3 ). Significant improvement in the off-time scores for the total UPDRS, UPDRS III, H&Y scores, SEADL, and dyskinesia disability with decreased LEDD was observed 6 months after surgery. The LEDD was decreased 6 months after surgery (1,482.4 ± 360.9 mg/day at baseline and 513.6 ± 322.8 mg/ day at 6 months; P = 0.024). Regarding the eight sub-scales of the SF-36, the scores for bodily pain and summary scores for physical health and mental health were improved 6 months after the surgery.
From the neuropsychological evaluation, the verbal memory test using the Rey-Kim memory battery showed a decline in recognition 6 months after the surgery (P = 0.002), whereas nonverbal memory showed no meaningful change. In the frontal lobe function tests, the Stroop test (Stroop-a, P = 0.006; Stroopb, P = 0.004; Stroop-c, P = 0.034) and the fluency test (P = 0.013) scores tended to be worse 6 months after the surgery (P = 0.046 for Stroop-a; P = 0.053 for fluency); however, they lacked statistical significance after a Bonferroni correction. 
DISCUSSION
Since the introduction of DBS by Benabid and colleagues in 1987, this technique has become the preferred treatment for patients with advanced PD showing motor fluctuation and dyskinesia after long-term medication (10) . The clinical outcome of advanced PD patients after STN DBS depends on careful patient selection and optimal targeting of the STN. Precise positioning of the electrodes in the STN is considered the most important factor to achieve good clinical outcome following STN DBS in appropriately selected surgical candidates. However, many unexpected factors, such as brain shift due to CSF leakage, electrode artifacts in the MRI, errors in the image fusion, and manipulation errors from instruments make it difficult to precisely position the electrodes in the center of the STN using only the method of image-based targeting (11) (12) (13) . Therefore, MER and intraoperative stimulation tests were adopted to improve the accuracy of the electrode location (2). Thus, STN DBS has been performed with awake and cooperative patients in most cases. For those reasons, anti-parkinsonian drugs should be stopped overnight before surgery and the patients fasted for approximately 12 hr on the day of surgery, which can be a painful memory for most patients with advanced PD.
Sedatives have been used in some cases to alleviate severe anxiety, painful dystonia or respiratory difficulties experienced by the patients who were unable to tolerate the whole procedure of bilateral STN DBS (14) . Propofol has been widely used alone or combined with remifentanyl. The mean infusion rate of propofol reported in the literature is approximately 50 μg/kg/ min (15, 16) . The use of propofol alleviates intraoperative patients' discomfort to make the operating time shorter and frees the patients from a bad memory of the painful procedure of bilateral STN DBS. It can also allow neurosurgeons to concentrate on the surgical procedure for the accurate positioning of the electrodes because there is no need to communicate with the sleeping patients. However, there are two concerns regarding the use of propofol in STN DBS. One is about the selective depression of cerebral activity and the reduction of electrophysiological signals by propofol. The other one is that the patients could not be cooperative during the operation to observe the clinical benefits and adverse effects from the intraoperative stimulation tests of STN.
Regarding depression of the electrophysiological signals, there are few reports in the literature on the use of propofol for STN DBS (4-6, 17, 18) . In addition, neuronal firing patterns are not well characterized and there are no prospective, randomized, blinded studies to compare their clinical outcome with that of an awaken technique. In this study, we found that the continu- 42.3 Hz (3, (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . These results imply that the MAC has just minimal effects on the firing rate of STN neurons in PD patients. In this study, the typical STN bursting patterns in both awake and MAC conditions could be identified (Fig. 3) . These results are consistent with the previous findings observed under various anesthetic conditions with propofol and remifentanyl in the literature (4, 9, 26) . Most of the signal background noise baselines seemed to be slightly reduced under MAC compared with the awakened status. Meanwhile, they were significantly wider than the baseline outside the STN. Based on these observations, it is suggested that the MAC has little effect on the STN background activity.
The prominent burst discharge pattern of the STN is considered one of the characteristics in a parkinsonian state. We classified the single unit activity of STN neurons into two discharge patterns with a method based on the discharge density histogram. We found that the burst discharge pattern was a predominant feature in both conditions. To assess whether MAC could change the single unit discharge pattern of the STN, we compared the relative proportion of two main patterns between the awake and MAC conditions. The proportion of burst discharge pattern was increased in the MAC (75.4%) compared to the awaken status (52.6%). To assess the possibility of topographical recording bias within the STN, we present a topographical distribution of the burst and non-burst discharge patterns within the STN in each condition, respectively (Fig. 4) . Because there was no particular different topographical distribution of the different discharge patterns, the recording bias cannot be regarded as a significant factor to influence the results. Therefore, the different patterns of burst discharge observed may be a result of the difference between the awake and MAC conditions rather than the recording bias within the STN.
Regarding the different patterns of burst discharge, RodriguezOroz et al. found burst-like activity in 60.5% of the single unit STN neurons in awake PD patients, using a different analysis method and named it "irregular activity with long pause" (22) . Likewise, Steigerwald et al. classified 70% of the single unit discharge activities of the STN neurons in the awake status as bursting using a method based on ISI distribution (24) . Although there was some difference in the relative proportion between the awake http://dx.doi.org/10.3346/jkms.2014.29.9.1278 and MAC conditions, our relative proportions are closely coincident with previous studies, supporting that our result is valid (3, (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) .
The result of ANOVA showed a significant difference in the pattern (PATTERN, P < 0.001; ANESTHESIA, P = 0.174), confirming the different types of pattern did affect the mean firing rate, whereas indicating two types of anesthesia states did not affect the mean firing rate. In addition, the types of anesthesia did not interact with the types of pattern each other (PATTERN × ANESTHESIA, P = 0.247), indicating that interpretation of the main effects is complete, namely, the mean firing rate was affected by the different types of pattern not by the types of anesthesia.
We conclude that the MAC does alter the single unit discharge pattern of the STN and it is the only type of pattern that affects the mean firing rate of the STN. Despite some differences in the MER signals between the LA and MAC conditions, there is no difficulty in identifying the MER signals characteristic of the STN under MAC with continuous infusion of propofol and fentanyl shown in Fig. 3 .
It is very difficult for the patients to endure the whole procedure of bilateral STN DBS and properly respond to the intraoperative stimulation tests in the awaken status, although sedation might disturb the assessment of clinical responses and complications by DBS (27, 28) . Fortunately, we found no difference in the electrode positions in all eight patients; all electrodes were located within STN on both sides (Fig. 4) . The clinical outcomes of the eight patients were also comparable to the results of our previous reports in which both sides STN DBS were performed in the awaken status. There was no difference in the UDPRS total scores and part III subscores six months after STN DBS when compared to our previous results (26) .
This study has several limitations. First, we did not monitor the depth of anesthesia in this study. The depth of sedation was estimated only by the degree of the patients' awakening response to loud sound and shaking as well as their response to pinching in this study. The monitoring of the depth of anesthesia to titrate sedation and the state of arousal during DBS insertion would be ideal. The Bispectral index (BIS) is used to monitor the depth of anesthesia (16, 29, 30) . A BIS value of 65-85 is recommended for sedation and 40-65 for general anesthesia. Second, the number of patients in this study was limited and the analysis was done retrospectively.
In conclusion, we compared MER signals between awake and MAC conditions in eight advanced PD patients treated with bilateral STN DBS as well as their clinical outcomes six months after surgery. We found that the continuous infusion of propofol and fentanyl did not significantly interfere with the MER signals from the STN and with the clinical outcome after STN DBS surgery. The results of this study suggest that propofol and fentanyl can be used for STN DBS in patients with advanced PD improving the overall experience of the patients.
